
Best In 2020 World Travel Guide For
Equestrians
Are you an equestrian enthusiast looking for the best travel destinations to
experience horse riding, explore new trails, and immerse yourself in the
equestrian culture? Look no further, as we present to you the ultimate world travel
guide for equestrians in 2020.

Traveling can be a transformative experience, but combining it with your passion
for horses takes it to a whole new level. Whether you are a professional rider, a
seasoned horse owner, or simply an admirer of these magnificent creatures,
there are countless destinations around the world waiting to be explored.

To help you plan your equestrian adventure, we have compiled a list of the best
travel destinations for equestrians in 2020. From ancient trails in Europe to
breathtaking landscapes in the Americas, there is something for every equestrian
enthusiast.
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Dimensions : 8.5 x 0.08 x 8.5 inches

1. Ireland

Known for its lush green landscapes and rich equestrian heritage, Ireland is a
paradise for horse lovers. Explore the picturesque countryside on horseback, ride
along the stunning coastline, and experience the thrill of galloping through open
fields. Don't miss the opportunity to visit the Irish National Stud, home to world-
class racehorses.

2. Argentina

From the Pampas region to the Andes Mountains, Argentina offers diverse
landscapes for equestrians to explore. Embark on a horseback adventure through
the gaucho culture, ride with local cowboys, and witness their traditional
horsemanship skills. The country is also famous for its polo culture, so make sure
to catch a thrilling match.

3. Mongolia

If you're up for an unconventional equestrian experience, Mongolia should be at
the top of your list. This vast country is known for its nomadic culture and wild,
untouched landscapes. Explore the steppes on horseback, live with nomadic
families, and learn about their deep connection with horses. The annual Naadam
Festival showcases extraordinary horsemanship skills that will leave you in awe.

4. Spain

Spain, with its vibrant culture and stunning landscapes, is a must-visit destination
for equestrians. From the famous Andalusian horses to the exhilarating sport of
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bullfighting, horses play a significant role in Spanish traditions. Experience the
charm of Andalusia, ride through olive groves and vineyards, and witness the
elegance of classical dressage.

5. New Zealand

New Zealand offers equestrians breathtaking landscapes, from snow-capped
mountains to pristine beaches. Experience the thrill of exploring vast national
parks on horseback, ride through Lord of the Rings filming locations, and even go
on a multi-day adventure across the country's diverse terrains. Don't forget to ride
the iconic New Zealand Clydesdales, known for their strength and beauty.

6. Costa Rica

For those seeking adventure and tropical beauty, Costa Rica is the perfect
equestrian destination. Ride through lush rainforests, gallop along white sandy
beaches, and spot wildlife in national parks. Explore active volcanoes, rejuvenate
in hot springs, and learn about the country's commitment to ecotourism.

These are just a few examples of the incredible destinations awaiting equestrians
in 2020. Before embarking on your journey, remember to research local
equestrian traditions, choose reputable equestrian tour operators, and prioritize
the well-being of the horses. By doing so, you can have a unique and
unforgettable equestrian travel experience.

So, pack your riding gear, open your heart to new cultures, and embark on a
remarkable equestrian adventure around the world. 2020 is the year to explore,
connect with horses, and create memories that will last a lifetime!
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In this Horse Guide Book for the Best Horseback Riding Vacations around the
World, discover top travel advice for equestrians looking for the perfect trip and
riding holiday.

You will find:
-Listings of Stables to book your next horse riding vacation
-Country specific travel information and advice to help you choose the best of the
best during your stay
-Listings are organized based on a variety of factors, so you can choose your trip
easily based on budget, terrain, horses, riding experience and preferences.
-Horseback riding in South Africa, Mongolia, India, Egypt, Peru and much, much
more!
-Horse adventure travel guide jam-packed with travel tips, things to do, not-to-be-
missed highlights and fun activities in the saddle and out of the saddle.
-Travel safety advice for solo women travelers in each of the countries listed
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This book is full of information and is written by a fellow adventuress who has
traveled the world over on horseback across 6 continents over 15 years. This
horse guide book is a great place to find travel resources and tips so you can
explore the world between the ears of a horse! Partake in a mongol horse race,
ride with Giraffes, explore the ancient trails of the Incas and go on the horse
adventure of a lifetime.

If you are on the lookout for your next or first horse trekking or horseback riding
vacation, then look no further! Order your copy today.
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Return To Spinner Inlet Stories: A Riveting
Journey Back to the Enchanting Coastal Town
Spinner Inlet, the picturesque coastal town that stole the hearts of
millions, is preparing to welcome readers back to its captivating realm.
The...

The Last Pharaoh of Egypt - Unveiling the
Legendary Women of World History
When it comes to ancient civilizations, Egypt stands out as one of the
most fascinating and historically significant. And within the annals of
Egyptian history, the pharaohs...

Spud Exit Pursued By Bear - A Thrilling
Adventure in the Wild Wild West
In the heart of the Wild Wild West lies a small town called Spud Exit.
Nestled in the dusty plains, this seemingly ordinary town is about to
become the backdrop of an...

The Five Nightmares: A Deep Dive into
Invincible Iron Man (2008-2012)
Iron Man, one of Marvel's most beloved superheroes, has had numerous
iconic storylines throughout the years. Among these, "The Five
Nightmares" arc from the Invincible...
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Are you longing for a cozy mystery that will thrill your taste buds? Look
no further! Get ready to embark on a delightful adventure filled with
muffins,...
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The Ultimate Guide to Surviving the Chaos
Set in a dystopian future, Battle Ground Ya Uk is a world plagued by
chaos and uncertainty. In this post-apocalyptic wasteland, survival is not
only a challenge but a...
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